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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, several authors [l]-[7] have employed techniques of functional 
analysis to study the qualitative nature of solutions to nonlinear problems 
of elastic equilibrium. Of particular relevance to our investigation is the work 
of Tadjbakhsh and Odeh [6], w o h h ave treated the question of existence and 
bifurcation of solutions of an inextensible circular elastic ring subject to a 
hydrostatic pressure. The material of this ring is characterized by a constitut- 
ive relation of the Euler-Bernoulli type: The bending moment is a constant 
multiple of the change in curvature. In this paper we generalize and extend 
their work to prove existence theorems for the planar deformation under 
hydrostatic loads of both inextensible and extensible rods of arbitrary initial 
shape which are governed by constitutive laws of a hyperelastic type. This 
problem was treated from a different viewpoint in [8], where it was shown that 
if the initial shape of the rod is circular, then the solution can be expressed 
in closed form by quadratures from which qualitative features, such as 
periodicity, can be deduced. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
For our purposes, we may regard a rod as a plane curve that can deform by 
bending and stretching. Let r be the arc length of the rod in the undeformed 
configuration, s(7) be the arc length in the deformed configuration, G(T) 
be the tangent angle to the undeformed rod, and d(7) be the tangent angle 
to the deformed rod. The angles @ and 4 are measured in a counter-clockwise 
sense with respect to the x-axis of a fixed Cartesian (x, y)-coordinate system. 
We set 
U(T) = s(T) - 7, 9%) = 4(T) - @(T)- (2.1) 
* This research was supported by the Office of Naval Research, Contract 
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We denote differentiation with respect to 7 by a prime. The response of the 
material is characterized by a strain-energy density function I+‘(#‘, u’, T), 
in terms of which the bending moment M and the axial stress resultant N are 
specified by the relations 
M = awjay ) N = awjad. (2.2) 
(Since continuity requires that s’ > 0, W is defined only for u’ > - 1. We 
assume that W is a twice continuously differentiable function of its argu- 
ments,) These constitutive equations, which are an analog of the general 
equations for a three-dimensional hyperelastic material, were established by 
independent means in [8] and [9]. They represent a natural generalization of 
the classical elastica theory. 
The well-known equilibrium equations (see [6] and [8]) for such a rod 
subject to a hydrostatic pressure of intensity 4 can be put in the form 
- r$‘N + qs’ = 0, (2.3) 
c)'iVl' + s'N' = 0. (2.4) 
(p is taken to be positive if its orientation with respect to the direction of 
increasing arc length is as shown in Fig. 1.) 
FIG. 1 
We also have the geometric relations 
x’ = s’ cos 4, y = s’sin$. (2.5) 
We let 1 be the length of the undeformed rod so that 0 < 7 < 1. As bound- 
ary conditions, we require that each end of the rod be either hinged, in which 
case 
#’ is prescribed, P-6) 
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or cantilevered, in which case 
I,!J is prescribed. (2.7) 
Moreover, we take the ends to be fixed and assume without loss of generality 
that the x-axis is parallel to the line joining the ends of the rod. Then 
x(Z) - x(O) = 1; S’(T) COS$(T) d7 = A, 
y(Z) -y(O) = 1’ S’(T) sin+(T) dr = 0 
0 
(2.8) 
where A(< I) is the prescribed separation of the ends. Equations (2.2)-(2.8) 
constitute our boundary value problem for the six unknown functions, 4, u, 
M, N x, Y. 
We assume that the undeformed state is stress-free so that 
u = 0, * = 0, M = 0, N = 0, 
X(T) = x(O) + 11 cos Q(t) dt, Y(T) = y(0) + s: sin G(t) dt (2.9) 
is a solution of this boundary value problem for q = 0. 
The potential energy functional for such rods subject to a hydrostatic 
pressure 4 is given by 
w, 4 = ~IiY> 4 + !77/‘,w, 4 (2.10a) 
where 
v, = I : W+‘(T), U’(T), 4 dT> 
v2 = 4 ,: LX(‘) Y’(T) -Y(T) 441 dT 
(2.1Ob) 
= 4 1: U + u’(~>l 1: [1 + 431 sin[+(T> - &$>I dS &. (2.1Oc) 
Vs is, to within an additive constant, proportional to the signed area “en- 
closed” by the closed curve formed by the rod in its undeformed and deformed 
states. (This curve need not be simple.) 
The Euler-Lagrange equations for this functional subject to the constraints 
(2.8) are a system of integrodifferential equations that can be reduced by a 
tedious process of differentiation, elimination, and repeated changes of order 
of integration, to a system of ordinary differential equations equivalent to 
(2.2)-(2.4). The analogous problem for an inextensible rod is obtained by 
formally setting u = 0 in (2.10) and (2.8). 
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3. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we state some results from functional analysis and the 
calculus of variations. Their proofs may be found in [lo], [l 11, and in standard 
works on functional analysis. 
We employ the Sobolev space 
w,“‘(o, I) = {# : #, 4’ EL,(O, l)}, ol>l (3-l) 
(where derivatives are taken in the distributional sense,) which is a reflexive 
Banach space with norm 
(3.2) 
We need the following theorems. 
THEOREM A. A weakly lower semicontinuous functional on a bounded, 
weakly closed, nonempty set of a reflexive Banach space assumes its minimum 
there. 
THEOREM B. Jf F = F(u, T), u = (ul ,..., I+.,), and the Hessian matrix 
F,, is positive definite, then the functional SiF(u, 7) dr is weakly lower semi- 
continuous in Wil)(O, I). (A generalization of this result is Theorem 8.1 of [lo].) 
THEOREM C (Sobolev). WLl)(O, I) can be compactly imbedded in the 
Banach space C(0, Z) f o continuous functions having the maximum norm. 
THEOREM D. If x, + x weakly in a Banach space BI and B, is compactly 
imbedded in a Banach space B, , then x, + x strongly in B, . 
4. EXISTENCE THEORY FOR INEXTENSIBLE RODS 
The potential energy functional for an inextensible rod is 
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cos r#(T) dT = A, sin 4(r) dr = 0, 
0 0 
and the boundary conditions that 
either * or *’ is prescribed for 7 =0 and 7 = 1. 








where K and 01 are constants and Y(T) is an integrable function. Relation (4.4) 
implies that M is a monotonically increasing function of I/‘, a physically 
reasonable assumption. Relation (4.5) is a condition on W for large bending. 
We can prove a sequence of lemmas and then several existence theorems by 
using the functional analytic results quoted in the last section. 
Let S be the Banach Space consisting of those elements of Wil)(O, 2) 
that satisfy boundary conditions of the form (4.3) and let E, be the Banach 
space consisting of those elements of S that satisfy condition (4.2). These 
spaces may be constructed by completion. 
LEMMA 1. v,-+m 03 ll#II-+~- 
The proof is an immediate consequence of (4.5). 
LEMMA 2. VI is a weakly lower semicontinuous functional. 
This follows from (4.4) and Theorem B. 
LEMMA 3. The functionals V, , ji cos +(T) d7, j’i sin 4(r) d7 are weakly 
continuous on S. 
PROOF. We just treat the functional 
%4 = ,: ‘+/‘(T) + Q’(T)] dT; 
the proof for the other two functionals is analogous. Let I/J,, + #* weakly 
and let F[#,] = A. We must show that F[#*] = A. 
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. I ~0s + M*(T) + hd~> +2@(7)1 I dT 
By Theorems C and D, this approaches zero. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. 
are jinite numbers. 
This result is just a consequence of the classical isoperimetric problem. 
We define the manifold 
E,(R) = {I) : V&,4] = R, m < R -=c M}. (4.6) 
LEMMA 5. The sets EO and E, n E, are not empty. 
The proof of this lemma follows by constructing an element for each set. 
This is possible since d < 1. We omit such a construction. 
We can now prove the following existence theorems. 
THEOREM 1. For arbitrary Jixed q, there exists an eleknt I,L,, tif E,, that 
furnishes V[#] with an absolute minimum on E, . 
PROOF. Lemmas 1 and 4 imply that V-+ cc as II # II -+ CO. Hence we 
need only seek a minimum for V on some bounded subset of EO . Lemmas 2 
and 3 imply that V is weakly lower semicontinuous on E,, . Lemma 3 implies 
that E,, is weakly closed and Lemma 5 asserts that E,, is nonempty. Thus the 
hypotheses of Theorem A are met and this theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 2. For each R, m < R < M, there exists and element & of 
E,, n E, that furnishes V,[#] with an absolute minimum on E,, n E, . 
This proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1 and is omitted. 
We also have the following regularity theorem: 
THEOREM 3. If in addition to (4.4) and (4.5), the function W(#‘, T) satis$es 
/ W,, I < const(I #’ la i- l), (4.7) 
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then the minimizing finctiotrr & and & of Theorems I and 2 are twice continu- 
ously dz@rentiable on [0, f] and are classical solutions of the Euler equations. 
PROOF. Theorems C and D imply that 4” and (cl2 are continuous. This 
fact, coupled with conditions (4.4), (4.5), and (4.7) enables us to apply the 
Tonelli theory of the Calculus of Variations which ensures the conclusion 
of the theorem. 
WC now turn to the extensible case. 
5. EXISTENCE THEORY FOR EXTENSIBLE RODS 
In analogy to (4.4) and (4.5) we require that the matrix 
a2 wpp a2 w/a*’ ad 
a2 w/ad a+ 2 w/ad2 1 be positive definite 
and that 
W(f, u’, T) 3 q 1cr’ IS + I 0’ IS) t Y(T), K > 0, a> 1, r6, 1, 
(5.2) 
where K, OL, and p, are constants and Y(T) is an integrable function. 
We consider the potential energy functional (2.10) subject to (2.6)-(2.8). 
Let S be the Banach space of pairs (#, u) with 11, E Wa’)(O, I), u E Wj’)(O, I) 
and with 4 satisfying (2.6) or (2.7). Let E, consist of those elements of S that 
satisfy (2.8). 
Equation (5.2) implies 
LEMMA 5. v* + Co as 1) $lJ 1; + /I u I, -+ co. 
Here and in the sequel, )I # jl and )I u I! denote the norms of 4 and a in their 
respective Sobolev spaces. 
Relation (5.1) and Theorem B imply 
LEMMA 6. VI is a weakly lower semicontinuous junctional. 
LEMMA 7. The functionals V2 , $ [I + U’(T)] COS[$(T) - CD(T)] dr, and 
si [I + U'(T)] sin[#(T) - Q(T)] dT are weakly continuous on s. 
PROOF. We just treat the functional 
%h u] = 1” [l + U’(T)] sin[$(T) - Q(T)] dr; 
0 
the proof for the other two functionals is analogous. 
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Let Gfh ,4 4 M*, u*) weakly. In view of the Riesz Representation 
Theorem, this means that 
j: [u,J + 45'1 dT -+ j: [0*5 + u*'5'] dT 
for arbitrary 7 E lVi?(O, Z) and for arbitrary 5 E Wj?(O, I) where 
++;=1 and 
Now 
qb”, u*1 -w?z 9 %I = s ’ sin[+*(T) - G(T)] * [U*‘(T) - U;(T)] dT 0 
+ j1 [I + 41 W@*(T) - G(T)] - sin[&(T> - @P(T)]) dT. (5.5) 
We examine the second integral of (5.5). The absolute value of this integral 
is less than 
2 j” I 1 + 4(T) I * I sin !2 P*(T) - bdT)l I
0 
’ 1 ~~0s + [‘b*(T) +ha(~) - 2@(T)] t dT 
By Theorems C and D, the last term of (5.6) approaches zero. 
We now treat the first integral of (5.5). Let us choose the 4 of (5.4) to 
have the property that 
s 
1 
0 c(T) dT = O. 
(5.7) 
Then integrating (5.4) by parts, we have 
j: lb*%) - d(T)] [c(T) - j; &t) d6-j 1 dT -+ 0. (5.8) 
By choosing C(T) to be any smooth solution of the linear equation 
r(T) - l(T) = $Sin[$*(T) - o(T)] (5.9) 
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subject to condition (5.7), we can identify (5.8) with the first integral of (5.5). 
Thus the first integral of (5.5) also approaches zero as n--f CO. Thus F is 
weakly continuous. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. Let /I > 2. (fl is defined in (5.2)) Then for arbitrary fixed q, 
there exists an element (&, , uO) of E,, that furnishes V[#, u] with an absolute 
minimum on Eo . 
PROOF. This condition on ,8 ensures that V--t co as // $ 11 + 11 u !I + 0. 
Since E0 is readily shown to be nonempty, the remainder of the proof follows 
that of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let 
E,(R) = W, 4 : V&,4 ~1 = W. (5.10) 
Then for each number R, there exists an element (& , crJ of E,, n E, that 
furnishes V,[#, U] with an absolute minimum on E,, n Ez . 
PROOF. From simple geometric considerations, the set E, n E, can be 
shown to be nonempty. The rest of the proof follows that of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 6. If in addition to (5.1) and (5.2), the function W($‘, u’, 7) 
satisfies the inequality, 
I Wg I + I W,, I < con41 *’ Ia + I 0’ I6 + 11, (5.11) 
then the minimizing functions (I&, , o u ) and (& , a,) of Theorems 4 and 5 are 
twice continuously da~erentiable on [0, l] and are classical solutions of the Euler 
equations. 
The proof follows that of Theorem 3 and is omitted. 
In Theorem 4 we required that /? be greater than 2 whereas in Theorem 5 
no such restriction was necessary. The need for this assumption has a simple 
physical significance that is best explained by example. Consider the inflation 
of a circular ring by an internal pressure q > 0. We assume that W is inde- 
pendent of T and that W,(O, a’) = 0, W,(+‘, 0) = 0. Let the undeformed 
radius be 1. We seek conditions under which the ring can be in equilibrium 
in the shape of a circular ring of radius R > 1. It is readily seen that the 
* = a M = 0, u’=R- 1, N = qR (5.12) 
satisfies (2.3), (2.4), the first equation of (2.2), and the periodicity conditions. 
If (5.12) is to be a solution, then the second equation of (2.2) must be satis- 
fied: 
qR = W/(0, R - 1). (5.13) 
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If we plot the left-hand side of (5.13) as a function of R - 1, then we obtain 
a family of straight lines intercepting the (R - 1)-axis at (R - 1) = - 1 
which is parametrized by the slope 4. The plot of the right-hand side of (5.13) 
as a function of R - 1 yields a single curve that behaves like (R - l)fl-1 
for large R. Clearly, if p < 2, then there is some value q* such that the curve 
N = W,(O, R - 1) will not intersect the curves N = qR for q > q*. On the 
other hand, we see that for any R there is a q given by (5.13) for which (5.12) 
is a solution. Thus the ring can stay in equilibrium for arbitrarily large internal 
pressure only if the material is sufficiently “hard” in extension. Such behavior 
is also found for membranes. (Cf. [12].) This mechanism may be expected 
to operate for boundary conditions (2.6) and (2.7). 
We note in passing that this same graphical analysis holds for a ring subject 
to external pressure if we let q assume negative values. In this case, if (5.12) 
is to be a solution for all negative q, then W,($‘, u’) must approach - co as 
u’ approaches - 1. 
6. CONCLUSION 
We have considered the equilibrium under hydrostatic loads of both 
inextensible and extensible nonlinearly elastic rods of arbitrary initial shape 
with pinned or built-in supports. For mild restrictions on the nature of the 
material, we have proved the existence of at least one classical solution of 
the boundary value problem for each value of the area enclosed by the rod in 
its deformed and undeformed shapes. Under slightly more restrictive assump- 
tions we have demonstrated the existence of at least one classical solution for 
each value of the pressure q. As the discussion at the end of the last section 
illustrates, these proofs throw light on the nature of physically reasonable 
constitutive assumptions. 
We remark that our method of analysis applies to problems for complete 
rings of arbitrary shape and problems in which the ends of the rod are 
supported by nonlinear straight and torsional springs, constrained to slide 
on smooth curves, and subjected to conservative loads. We have not given 
the proofs in such generality because it would have tended to obscure the 
analysis. 
Our work generalized that of Tadjbakhsh and Odeh [6] by allowing arbi- 
trary initial geometry, by permitting extensibility, and by treating a more 
general class of materials. Moreover, we have been able to show the existence 
of a classical solution rather than merely a weak solution of the differential 
equations. On the other hand, because their problem was special, they were 
able to obtain qualitative information on the nature of the solution which we 
have not obtained. (In this connection also see [14].) Moreover, because they 
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treated an Euler-Bernoulli material, they were able to exploit its special 
nature and prove the existence of a solution for arbitrary norm. We did not do 
this. 
Certain special problems for rods have easily identifiable solutions of the 
form I/’ = 0, s’ = const. Such solutions, usually termed the “trivial” solu- 
tions, can occur for circular (or straight) rods subject to appropriate boundary 
conditions. The question of the existence of solutions bifurcating from the 
trivial solution can be examined by the classical Poincare procedure. This 
method has been successfully applied to nonlinear problems in elasticity 
in [5], [6], [13], et al. 
To treat the question of multiplicity of solutions for fixed q or for fixed 
V, , it seems necessary to examine specific problems or classes of problems. 
The indefiniteness and lack of evenness of V, seems to preclude the use of 
topological techniques to demonstrate multiplicity in the general setting of 
this investigation. Nevertheless, periodicity results of the type obtained in [6], 
[8], [14], suggest that for problems in which the initial rod shape is either 
circular or straight, multiplicity theorems can be obtained. We note however, 
that the solutions whose existence we have established are the solutions that 
minimize the potential energy. Such solutions are usually characterized as 
“preferred” or “stable.” 
Some of the results proved in this paper first appeared in [15]. 
Note added in proof For a class of initially straight extensible elasticae 
subjected to axial compression, Greenberg [16] has shown that if the material 
is not sufficiently hard in compression, then there are but a finite number of 
buckling loads. This behavior is of the same sort as that discussed at the end 
of Section 5. 
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